Animals depend on resources within occupied habitat for survival and reproduction, which are key components of population viability. Accordingly, wildlife conservation necessitates investigation of wildlife-habitat relationships (Morrison et al. 1998). Understanding of wildlife-habitat relationships is often conceptualized in landscape models (Millspaugh and Thompson 2009). For instance, resource selection functions (RSFs; Manly et al. 2002) estimate how resources affect a species’ distribution within study areas (Manly et al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2004). Such models might aid in evaluating habitat quality and, therefore, facilitate habitat conservation (Johnson 2001, Millspaugh and Thompson 2009). Thus, RSFs are increasingly used in conservation contexts to evaluate habitat for species of conservation concern (Millspaugh and Marzluff 2001).

RSFs, like other wildlife-habitat models, should be evaluated (Shifley et al. 2009). By evaluating RSF performance, ideally with...
independently data (Power 1992, Conroy and Moore 2002), managers can assess the usefulness of RSFs for their intended purpose(s) (Shifley et al. 2009), in predicting species distributions, for instance. Adequate performance of a model, in regard to its intended use, suggests model utility (Rykiel 1996). When the predictive abilities of a model are high, models can be used to facilitate conservation decisions.

Wildlife-habitat models could assist in identifying and conserving habitat for the black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes), an endangered mustelid currently conserved via captive propagation and reintroduction to colonies of prairie dogs (Cynomys spp.; Williams et al. 1991, Miller et al. 1994, Marinari and Kreeger 2006). Current habitat evaluations mostly involve estimation of prairie dog density and then use of a bioenergetics model to estimate carrying capacity of prairie dog complexes (i.e., groups of colonies separated by ≤7 km) and subcomplexes (i.e., colonies separated by ≤1.5 km; Biggins et al. 1993, 2006c). Greater carrying capacity suggests better habitat quality; other factors (e.g., disease) are also considered before selecting reintroduction sites (Jachowski and Lockhart 2009).

Although these habitat ratings are useful in prioritizing ferret reintroductions at large scales, recent research suggests utility in increasing the resolution of habitat evaluations. As reported in studies of ferret resource selection, ferrets selected areas of colonies where densities of prairie dog burrow openings were relatively high (Biggins et al. 1985, 2006b, Livieri 2007). To model fine-scale resource selection, a resource utilization function (RUF; Jachowski et al. 2011) and RSFs (Eads et al. 2011b) were developed for black-tailed prairie dog (C. ludovicianus) habitats. If the models prove useful in predicting either the relative (RSF) or unconditional probability (RUF) of the occurrence of ferrets, the models could be used to estimate the occurrence of ferrets in areas of distinct black-tailed prairie dog colonies (hereafter prairie dog colonies), allowing for fine-scale habitat evaluations and management.

A recent evaluation of the ferret RUF demonstrated utility in predicting occurrence of ferrets and intensity of space use by ferrets (Eads et al. 2011a). The ferret RUF was derived by relating utilization distribution (UD) home ranges (Millsapugh et al. 2006) for individual ferrets to underlying resource attributes on a 227-ha prairie dog colony (SC24) in the Conata Basin, South Dakota (Jachowski et al. 2011). This RUF was evaluated using data collected on an adjacent 452-ha colony (SC07). We found that ferrets selected areas that were estimated by the RUF as “very high” and “high” predicted occurrence areas, suggesting that the RUF can be used to predict where ferrets will occur in prairie dog colonies, at least in the Conata Basin (Eads et al. 2011a).

In contrast to the RUF, the aforementioned RSFs have not yet been evaluated via independent data. At colony SC07, the ferret RSFs were derived by correlating counts of ferret locations (population level, 2007 and 2008) in cells of an 80 × 80-m grid system to counts of active prairie dog burrow openings in cells, distances between cell centers and the colony edge, and an interaction between these 2 variables (Eads et al. 2011b). Year-specific RSFs suggested ferrets concentrate space use where active prairie dog burrow openings are relatively abundant, particularly near colony edges. If useful, the RSFs could be used to estimate the relative occurrence of ferrets in relation to counts of active burrow openings in cells at varying distances from colony edges. This approach contrasts with the RUF approach, which estimates ferret occurrence relative to a UD (not counts) derived from locations of active burrow openings. If validated, the RSFs would increase the number of tools available to wildlife managers for fine-scale habitat evaluation for ferrets.

We evaluated the RSFs using data collected on the SC24 colony. Our objective was to determine usefulness of the RSFs in predicting the relative occurrence of ferrets inhabiting this adjacent, smaller prairie dog colony.

**Methods**

**Study Site**

We evaluated the ferret RSFs on the SC24 prairie dog colony of the Conata Basin, South Dakota, a site first inhabited by reintroduced ferrets in 1997 (Livieri 2006, approximate center of colony 43°46′2.7″N, 102°18′32.4″W). The colony was characterized by western wheatgrass (Pascopyrum smithii), blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), and buffalograss (Buchloe dactyloides), and was administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest
Densities and distributions of burrow openings and colony size differed between SC24 (129.31 openings $\cdot$ ha$^{-1}$) and the SC07 colony of RSF development (144.69 openings $\cdot$ ha$^{-1}$). Additionally, monitored ferrets differed between the colonies; we found no evidence of uniquely identifiable adult ferrets moving between these neighboring colonies. Therefore, we assume independence of SC07 (the site of RSF development) and SC24 (the site of RSF evaluation).

To predict the relative probability of ferret occurrence, the RSFs require a map of active prairie dog burrow openings—throughout a colony or in nonoverlapping 80 $\times$ 80-m grid cells—and a delineated colony boundary. In 2005, during May–September, the general period of greatest prairie dog abundance and activity (Hoogland 1995), we recorded the locations of active prairie dog burrow openings ($n = 23,983$) on the SC24 colony using methods described by Jachowski et al. (2008) and Eads et al. (2011a, 2011b). We buffered locations of burrow openings by 20-m-radius circular polygons, combined all polygons, and restricted the collective polygon by 20 m to delineate a colony boundary, as described by Eads et al. (2011b).

In ArcGIS™ 9.2, we then established an 80 $\times$ 80-m grid system that overlaid the SC24 colony map, as described above. We counted the number of active burrow openings in grid cells and then limited cells to those with $\geq 1$ burrow opening (Eads et al. 2011b). We also calculated the Euclidean distance from each grid cell center point to the nearest colony edge (Eads et al. 2011b).

Collecting Independent Data on Black-footed Ferret Space

During 17 June–14 October 2005 and 13 June–31 October 2006, we monitored 11 adult black-footed ferrets, including 3 animals monitored both years (Jachowski 2007), on nearly consecutive nights during spotlight searches concentrated between midnight and 06:00 (MDT; Biggins et al. 1986, Clark et al. 1986). Spotlight methods are described in Biggins et al. (2006a). Briefly, during each survey, an observer drove a vehicle and traversed a route that maximized spotlight coverage of the colony while minimizing overlap. Ferrets were each uniquely identifiable by an automated passive integrated transponder (PIT) tag reading or by a dye marking (see Jachowski 2007, Jachowski et al. 2011). We estimated adult ferret population size via trapping and processing of adult ferrets in July–August of both years and via intensive surveys throughout each field season (Biggins et al. 2006a). This assessment indicated that we monitored all resident adult ferrets inhabiting the colony.

Evaluating the RSFs

We used 2 measures to assess RSF performance: compositional analysis and presence count metrics (e.g., Eads et al. 2011b). We used compositional analysis (use vs. availability; Aebischer et al. 1993) to evaluate usefulness of the model in predicting (1) whether ferrets established home ranges in areas of certain predicted occurrence categories relative to the availability of these categories throughout the SC24 colony and (2) whether ferrets concentrated space use in areas of home ranges with certain predicted occurrence categories. The count metrics aided in evaluating model performance at used locations only; availability was not considered.
We assumed usefulness of the RSFs in predicting the relative occurrence of ferrets if ferrets intensively used areas of very high and high predicted occurrence.

**COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS.**—For compositional analysis, we included consecutive ferret locations separated by ≥12 h (e.g., Livieri 2007, Eads 2009). Insufficient sample size precluded home-range and core area estimation for 1 male ferret in 2005 and 1 female in 2006; however, we included these animals in count-metric evaluations. We assumed independence of home ranges and core areas of 1 male and 2 female ferrets monitored in both years; these ferrets inhabited a different area of the colony and were neighbored by different ferrets in 2005 and 2006.

We developed UD home ranges and Area Independent Method (AIM; Seaman and Powell 1990, Powell et al. 1997, Powell 2000) core areas for each ferret located ≥30 times, within one season (Seaman et al. 1999, Millspaugh et al. 2006). We delineated UDs under a fixed-kernel approach (Seaman and Powell 1996) in MATLAB® 5.3 (Mathworks Incorporated, Natick, MA), with bandwidth selected using the KDE folder (Beardah and Baxter 1995) and plug-in methods (Wand and Jones 1995, Jones et al. 1996, Gitzen et al. 2006). We delineated home-range boundaries as 95% UD volume contours. An individual ferret’s space-use pattern determined the AIM core area boundary. AIM core areas were delineated in the following step-by-step process: (1) we calculated a relative frequency of UD values by dividing raw UD point-values by the sum of all UD point-values; (2) we calculated the percentage of the maximum UD value for each UD point by dividing each value by the highest UD point-value (PCTPROB); (3) we ranked, from high to low, the UD points by PCTPROB values and defined the percentage of the home range represented by each UD value as the percentage of UD points having a value greater than or equal to the UD point under evaluation (PCTRANGE); (4) we plotted PCTRANGE versus PCTPROB and defined the AIM core area dividing point as “the point where the plot is maximally distant from a straight line with a slope of –1, the slope of a distribution that cannot be distinguished from random use” (Seaman and Powell 1990: 245); and (5) we limited AIM core areas to UD points with PCTPROB values (and thus intensity of use values) greater than or equal to the value corresponding to the dividing point (Eads et al. 2011b). Because ferrets rarely use areas outside of prairie dog colonies (Biggins...
et al. 2006b), we clipped ferret home-range and core area estimates (UD grids and polygons) at the colony edge (Livieri 2007, Eads 2009).

To determine if the RSFs were useful in predicting where ferrets established home ranges, we compared home-range use to colony-level availability of the predicted occurrence categories (very high, high, medium, and low; Fig. 2). To determine if the RSFs were useful in predicting intensity of space use in home ranges, we compared core area use to home-range availability of the categories (Fig. 2). Both of these assessments were completed using weighted compositional analysis (Millspaugh et al. 2006). Within ferret home ranges and core areas, we calculated the proportion of UD volume in each predicted occurrence category. This approach provided a weighted UD estimate of use for each class of projected occurrence within home ranges and core areas, rather than assuming uniform use within home ranges and core areas (Millspaugh et al. 2006). We reclassified zero use as 0.30, the minimum value that reduced type I error rates in simulation studies (see Bingham et al. 2007). We used a statistical significance threshold ($\alpha$) of 0.10 for tests of selection and 0.05 for paired t tests.

**RESULTS**

In 2005 and 2006, we collected 349 and 296 confirmed observations of individual adult black-footed ferrets, respectively. We collected ≥30 observations ($\bar{x} = 48.27$, $SD = 10.94$) of 5 ferrets in 2005 (5 females, 2 males) and 6 ferrets in 2006 (4 females, 2 males; 2 animals monitored both years). We used all animal locations collected in 2005 ($n = 8$ ferrets) and 2006 ($n = 7$ ferrets) in count-metric evaluations (3 animals monitored both years).
The 2007 RSF was useful in predicting the distribution of ferrets and ferret occurrence in 2005. A comparison between colony-wide availability and use within home ranges demonstrated selection rankings (high to low) of very high, high, medium, and low (Wilk’s $\lambda = 0.06$, $\chi^2_{23} = 13.72$, $P = 0.003$). The very high and high classes were selected over all other classes; the medium class was selected over the low class (Fig. 3). A comparison between home-range availability and core area use demonstrated occurrence rankings of very high, high, medium, and low (Wilk’s $\lambda = 0.24$, $\chi^2_{23} = 7.22$, $P = 0.065$). The very high class was selected over the low class (Fig. 3). For all ferret locations, 80.52% occurred in areas of very high or high predicted occurrence. Ferrets were observed more often than expected in areas of very high and high predicted occurrence and less often than expected in areas of low and medium predicted occurrence (Table 1).

**2005 Field Data**

The 2007 RSF was useful in predicting the distribution of ferrets and ferret occurrence in 2005. A comparison between colony-wide availability and use within home ranges demonstrated selection rankings (high to low) of very high, high, medium, and low (Wilk’s $\lambda = 0.09$, $\chi^2_{23} = 11.99$, $P = 0.007$). The very high and high classes were selected over the low class (Fig. 3). A comparison between home-range availability and core area use demonstrated occurrence rankings of very high, high, medium, and low (Wilk’s $\lambda = 0.24$, $\chi^2_{23} = 7.22$, $P = 0.065$). The very high class was selected over the low class (Fig. 3). For all ferret locations, 80.52% occurred in areas of very high or high predicted occurrence. Ferrets were observed more often than expected in areas of very high and high predicted occurrence and less often than expected in areas of low and medium predicted occurrence (Table 1).

**2006 Field Data**

The 2007 RSF was useful in the Conata Basin, Buffalo Gap National Grasslands, South Dakota (low = black, medium = dark gray, high = gray, and very high = white). Predicted occurrence was derived from resource selection functions developed on a separate colony in 2007 and 2008. Home-range (utilization distribution, UD) and Area Independent Method (AIM) core area use were estimated for ferrets ($n = 7$) monitored during 17 June–14 October 2005. Availability was defined at the colony level (colony) and home range (UD) level. If proportional use equaled proportional availability, then the resulting value would be 1.00. Values above 1.00 indicate selection for that predicted occurrence category.
For all ferret locations, 81.08% occurred in areas of very high or high predicted occurrence. Ferrets were observed more often than expected in areas of very high and high predicted occurrence and less often than expected in areas of low and medium predicted occurrence (Table 1).

The 2008 RSF was also useful in 2006. A comparison between colony-wide availability and use within home ranges demonstrated selection rankings of high, very high, medium, and low (Wilk’s $\lambda = 0.05$, $\chi^2_{23} = 17.41$, $P = 0.0006$). The very high and high classes were selected over the medium and low classes (Fig. 4). A comparison between home-range level availability and core area use demonstrated selection rankings of high, very high, medium, and low (Wilk’s $\lambda = 0.14$, $\chi^2_{23} = 11.70$, $P = 0.009$). The very high, high, and medium classes were selected over the low class (Fig. 4). For all ferret locations, 83.45% occurred in areas of very high or high predicted occurrence. Ferrets were observed more often than expected in areas of very high and high predicted occurrence and less often than expected in areas of low and medium predicted occurrence (Table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

The RSFs were useful in predicting the relative distribution of black-footed ferrets in a separate prairie dog colony. Thus, 3 resource selection models (i.e., the RUF and 2 RSFs) are useful in predicting fine-scale distributions of the ferret, at least in the Conata Basin. The models are based on alternative working hypotheses (Chamberlin 1890). The RSFs predict the relative probability of ferret occurrence in $80 \times 80$-m grid cells; the underlying hypothesis is that, within a prairie dog colony, the collective ferret population responds to spatial variation in densities of active burrow openings at this scale and that ferrets select areas of high burrow opening density, particularly at colony edges. In contrast, grid cell size of a ferret RUF map depends on the distribution of active burrow openings; the underlying hypothesis is that ferrets select areas with relatively high densities of active burrow openings and generally avoid colony edges (Jachowski et al. 2011). It would be helpful to compare performance of the RSFs and RUF at multiple sites. It is important to note that each approach might better meet different objectives because RSFs predict relative occurrence of ferrets whereas RUFs predict unconditional occurrence. We encourage evaluation of all 3 models. However, in some cases, use of the RUF could be limited, because an entire colony must be mapped to generate a map of predicted occurrence for ferrets. In contrast, the RSFs do not require a complete map; the RSFs can be implemented with maps or counts of burrow openings in $80 \times 80$-m grid cells, permitting a more flexible approach. If entire colonies can be mapped, managers can evaluate all 3 models. If only portions of a site can be mapped, then the RSFs can still be evaluated (e.g., by counting numbers of active burrow openings in randomly selected grid cells, using the RSFs to predict the relative occurrence of ferrets in the cells, and then counting numbers of ferret observations in the cells to determine if ferret resource selection corresponded with the predictions).

To further evaluate the models, we encourage managers to use the RSFs and RUF in an
experimental context, if possible. The models can be used to predict the relative (RSFs) or unconditional probability (RUF) of ferret occurrence throughout prairie dog colonies (RSFs and RUF) or in portions of colonies (RSFs). For instance, if ferrets are still released to a site, as is the case at most reintroduction sites (Jachowski and Lockhart 2009), then some ferrets can be released to areas estimated as very high predicted occurrence, while other ferrets are released to areas estimated as low predicted occurrence (Chipault [2010] used a similar experimental approach). If free-ranging ferrets inhabited the site before the current release, those ferrets and the released ferrets can be monitored. The evaluation could involve analyses of space-use data, as completed herein, but also comparisons of survival and offspring production among ferrets released to or already inhabiting areas with different predicted occurrence categories. Ideally, a ferret-habitat model would predict not only distributions of ferrets but also the fitness consequences of resources (Van Horne 1983, Johnson 2007, Shifley et al. 2009).

Where applicable, the RSFs and RUF could complement habitat evaluation procedures for ferrets. The quality of a complex of colonies can be estimated, as carrying capacity, with relative ease using the bioenergetics model (Biggins et al. 1993). If the RSFs or RUF are useful at a focal complex, as found for the Conata Basin, burrow openings could be mapped in colonies (RSFs and RUF) or in areas of colonies (RSFs). The models could then be used to predict ferret occurrence. Releases could then be further prioritized, perhaps in an experimental context, as discussed above. Also, efforts to enhance prairie dog habitat can be concentrated in areas of low and medium predicted occurrence to increase the numbers of prairie dogs and burrow openings (i.e., to increase densities of prey and refuge for ferrets).

Many ferret sites have thousands of hectares of habitat and potential ferret habitat involves tens of thousands of hectares in numerous states (Ernst et al. 2006), requiring seemingly prohibitive investments for these kinds of evaluations. Therefore, pragmatic considerations presently inhibit universal use of the RUF, which requires maps of entire colonies. As discussed above, the RSFs are more flexible, only requiring maps or counts of burrow openings in grid cells instead of maps of burrow openings throughout entire colonies. Thus, at this time the RSFs could be used at least in portions of many sites—for instance, when dusting burrow openings with insecticides to control flea populations and outbreaks of plague (e.g., Seery et al. 2003). Assuming an individual can map and dust 175 burrow openings per hour (Matchett 1994), at the SC24 colony an individual could have mapped 20 randomly selected cells in one 8-hour work day (i.e., days = 0.0511 × number of cells).

A quick and relatively inexpensive means of burrow mapping would facilitate use of the ferret RSFs and RUF at large spatial scales. Remote-sensing could prove useful for these purposes; satellite images have been used to map great gerbil (Rhombomys opimus) burrow openings in Kazakhstan (Addink et al. 2010). Aerial images of the Conata Basin were collected in 2005 and 2007, years in which prairie dog burrow openings were mapped (Jachowski 2007 and Eads 2009, respectively). An automated burrow mapping method could perhaps be calibrated and used with the ferret RSFs and RUF as a cost-effective method to predict fine-scale ferret distributions at large scales (e.g., throughout entire prairie dog colonies and complexes of prairie dog colonies).
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